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Melbourne Concreting Specialists









			
Let's Talk










			
FREE QUOTE







Durable Sturdy Concrete pours, rendered to perfection.








COVID-19 Accreditation Notice
Your health is important to us.
We have taken every precaution to ensure we are able to continue our services in a disinfected and safe environment. All our workers have completed the Covid-19 Infection Control Training. Our services continue in line with current legislation.

×
Dismiss this alert.
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Exposed Aggregate
A durable aesthetically pleasing option suitable for:



 Driveways

 Patios

 Outdoor Areas
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Vehicle Crossovers and Footpaths 
We liaise with and fulfil all council specifications for your:



 Crossover Widening


 Crossover Relocating


 Crossover Reinstating


 Curb Reinstating
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Plain / Coloured Concrete 
Get the perfect colour and texture for your concrete:



 Footpaths


 Internal Floors


 Driveways


 Patios


 Outdoor Areas
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Excavation and Earthworks 
We offer a range of services include:



 Re-layering Analysis


 Concrete Cutting

 Concrete Removal


 Concrete Floor Replacement







Our Concrete Contracting expertise Makes all the difference










We have come across so many horror concrete jobs, where brand new slabs are cracking and flaking due to jobs not being carried out to standard or by inexperienced concretors. At Skyco Group we are local concreters who take pride in every pour and render every slab to perfection. For us it’s not just another job, your new concrete work is another artwork for us to be proud of. We have been local Melbourne Concreters for over 10 years providing only the highest quality concreting to residence.
Do you like to dive into the Australian world of gambling entertainment in 2022? casinomate The place where you will find a list of the best casinos fully adapted for players from Australia and mobile devices. Our team has worked hard to save you time!





				


Over 10 years experience					








												


Lifetime Guarantee on Workmanship					








				


Structure  Guaranteed as per Aus Standards AS 3600					








				


Senior Citizens Discount					











Lifetime workmanship Guarantee.
Because we care








We treat every Melbourne concreting job as a new artwork. We take every care to ensure the structural integrity of our concrete pour is well above standard and suitable for its intended use.Given the sensitive curing process of concrete, there is the odd time when elements out of everybody’s control – such as the kid parking his electric car on a wet slab – may get the better of things.We will always work with you to resolve such mishaps and ensure a fair resolutions is attained everytime – no exceptions.If you like to play online casinos, you need to check out new casinos because they give high bonuses that you can wager and withdraw money.







			
Read More About Us











We liaise with your council to organise all works








It is critical to ensure your Council is involved in any works that falls within their jurisdiction. We have years of experience working with council to ensure all their specifications are met and there are no follow up issues or concerns raised.L’une des façons préférées des joueurs de découvrir les casinos en ligne est de bonus sans depot. Vous pouvez gagner de l’argent réel sans avoir à faire de dépôt !
bitkingz
Some gentlemen are looking for the SG VIP escorts ladies for joint holidays and cosy hours, some gentlemen are looking for relaxation after a strenuous business day in Singapore.

Best Online Casinos
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We work with all councils in Melbourne, Victoria, and will liaise with them to fulfill all their requirements to specification. We do all this as your local concreter, it’s the service like no other.






			
BOOK A FREE QUOTE







What our clients Say " "










Fantastic work. We were looking for a concreter and didn't know where to start. We read the reviews, so we called. Absolutely true to every word. Professional, polite and super friendly service. Honest and patient with all our requests, as they had to match the work that had already been completed by another company. Hand on heart, would recommend Skyco Group to anyone. Don't hesitate to contact them, you won't be disappointed.
⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️
 Giulia Devincentis








I wanted to say a big thank-you to Sandro, and his team. Our driveway is absolutely amazing! We are extremely pleased with the level of quality and professionalism shown by the team. From start to finish, everything went smoothly and we would happily recommend Skyco Group to anyone looking for a new concrete driveway. 
⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️
 Stacey Bright








I found Sandrow to be very knowledgeable, he and his employees were very professional from start to finish, I used skyco for my exposed aggregate driveway and stairs, could not be happier with the final product and the exceptional service. Would highly recommend  ⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️
 Adrian Sinni












Frequently Asked Questions.







How do you concrete a driveway?
Here are the steps we undergo when concreting your driveway:
	Check for any underground utilities
	Survey your land and know your boundaries
	Mark your project area and stake out boundaries
	Excavate topsoil and level out project area
	Lay wooden forms around the project area, anchored with stakes
	Add in sand to firm up the soil, and gravel to ensure base thickness
	Compact the gravel and soil
Lay steel reinforcing mesh or bars
	Pour concrete
Smooth out and level the concrete
	Set and cure concrete








How much is 1m3 of concrete?
You can expect concrete to cost anywhere from $150 – $300 per m3 (cubic metre), depending on the strength of concrete you need and how much concrete you are purchasing.










				


Consultation					

We will walk you through the best options available for your project.








			
LET'S TALK








				


Onsite Quote					

Book us in for a free onsite quote at a time that suits your busy lifestyle.








			
FREE QUOTE
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Concrete Services
	Plain & Coloured Concrete
	Exposed Aggregate
	Driveways & Footpaths
	Excavation
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Free Quote 
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